The frontal eye field (FEF) is a key brain region to study visuomotor transformations because the primary input to FEF is visual in nature, whereas its output reflects the planning of behaviorally relevant saccadic eye movements. In this study, we used a memory-guided saccade task to temporally dissociate the visual epoch from the saccadic epoch through a delay epoch, and used the local field potential (LFP) along with simultaneously recorded spike data to study the visuomotor transformation process. We showed that visual latency of the LFP preceded spiking activity in the visual epoch, whereas spiking activity preceded LFP activity in the saccade epoch. We also found a spatially tuned elevation in gamma band activity (30-70 Hz), but not in the corresponding spiking activity, only during the delay epoch, whose activity predicted saccade reaction times and the cells' saccade tuning. In contrast, beta band activity (13-30 Hz) showed a nonspatially selective suppression during the saccade epoch. Taken together, these results suggest that motor plans leading to saccades may be generated internally within the FEF from local activity represented by gamma activity.
The frontal eye field (FEF) is a key brain region to study visuomotor transformations because the primary input to FEF is visual in nature, whereas its output reflects the planning of behaviorally relevant saccadic eye movements. In this study, we used a memory-guided saccade task to temporally dissociate the visual epoch from the saccadic epoch through a delay epoch, and used the local field potential (LFP) along with simultaneously recorded spike data to study the visuomotor transformation process. We showed that visual latency of the LFP preceded spiking activity in the visual epoch, whereas spiking activity preceded LFP activity in the saccade epoch. We also found a spatially tuned elevation in gamma band activity , but not in the corresponding spiking activity, only during the delay epoch, whose activity predicted saccade reaction times and the cells' saccade tuning. In contrast, beta band activity (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) showed a nonspatially selective suppression during the saccade epoch. Taken together, these results suggest that motor plans leading to saccades may be generated internally within the FEF from local activity represented by gamma activity.
oscillations | saccades | oculomotor | frontal cortex | sensorimotor T he process of generating a motor plan from visual information entails a visuomotor transformation. The frontal eye field (FEF) is one of the cortical regions that contributes to the visuomotor transformation process by participating in critical events such as target selection (1-3) and saccade preparation (4) (5) (6) . In addition to FEF, other oculomotor areas such as the lateral intraparietal cortex (7), the supplementary eye fields (8) , the superior colliculus (9) , and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (10) also possess neurons with similar properties as FEF neurons. Thus, a central question that remains unresolved is to what extent do the response properties of FEF neurons represent a cause versus a consequence of computations occurring elsewhere.
One approach to resolve this question of causation versus consequence, in the context of target selection, was the use of simultaneously recorded local field potentials (LFP) and spikesmaking use of the idea that the LFP represents synchronized input coming into a brain area, as opposed to spiking activity, which is thought to represent output (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . Using this approach, Monosov et al. showed that FEF received spatially nonselective input through LFP earlier than spikes in the early visual epoch; however, in the consequent target selection epoch, spiking activity of FEF neurons evolved spatial selectivity and actively discriminated between the behaviorally relevant and the irrelevant stimuli earlier than the LFP (1) . Such a temporal relationship between LFP and spikes during target selection in FEF has also been studied by others using simultaneously recorded LFP and spikes, converging to the same evidence (5, 16) . However, whereas these studies suggest a causal role for FEF in visual selection, the causal role of FEF in saccade preparation has not yet been reported. In this study, we asked whether saccade related signals observed in FEF neurons were also generated internally or whether they represent a readout of the information brought in by other oculomotor areas. To answer this question, a temporal dissociation between visual and saccade events was necessary to analyze the signals in both epochs individually and, hence, we used a memory-guided saccade task.
Whereas simultaneous recording of spikes and LFP provide a useful approach to study input-output transformations (15) , the frequency component of the LFP can also provide a complimentary approach to characterize the nature of transformations. Specifically, the role of gamma band activity in the cerebral cortex has been a critical topic of discussion over the past decade because its activity has been correlated with cognitive roles such as attentional load (17) (18) (19) , perceptual processes (20) , and memory (21, 22) . While the timing of gamma activity and its tuning properties make it a plausible candidate in mediating sensory-motor integration processes (23, 24) , the link between saccade planning and gamma activity in FEF, is still unclear. In addition to gamma band activity, low frequency beta band (13-30 Hz) activity is also thought to play a role during movement preparation and execution (25) . Beta activity is usually suppressed before a voluntary movement, gradually decreasing to reach a minima at the time of movement execution, followed by a phasic rebound (26, 27) . Therefore, we also studied the relative contributions of different components of the LFP to understand their potential roles in the visuomotor transformation process within FEF.
Significance
Converting a visual input into a motor output is a fundamental computation that nervous systems have evolved to perform. In the context of saccadic eye movements, several brain areas have been identified that exhibit the effect of visuomotor computations. Nevertheless, because of dense interconnectivity between these areas, the contribution of a particular brain area to the visuomotor transformation process has not been clarified. By simultaneously recording from the local field potential (LFP) that is thought to reflect input to an area, and spiking activity that reflects its output activity, we showed that frontal eye field neurons perform the necessary visuomotor transformation to generate a saccade plan internally. We also identify specific components of the LFP such as gamma oscillations that may enable such a visual-to-motor transformation. 
Results
To compare the timing of visual and saccadic responses in the LFP and simultaneously recorded spikes, we trained two macaque monkeys to perform a memory-guided saccade task, to dissociate the visual and saccadic epochs (SI Materials and Methods and Fig.  1 ). Fig. 2 shows an example neural signal and simultaneously recorded LFP in one representative site having both visual and saccadic responses as a function of eight stimulus/saccade positions. The sensory-motor responses seen in both LFP and spikes were also spatially tuned (Fig. 2, Inset) .
Comparison of LFP and Spike Timing in the Visual Epoch. In the first stage of a saccade plan, FEF receives visual information as an input from many brain regions through the dorsal and the ventral pathways. Earlier studies have shown that the LFP signals in FEF have visual response latencies (VRLs) significantly earlier than spikes, suggesting that the LFP reflected the visual input to FEF (1, 5) . In this study, we first investigated the temporal relationship between the LFP and spikes in the visual epoch to confirm this result.
We calculated the VRL of LFP and spikes by performing a t test between the baseline and the signals in the visual epoch (SI Materials and Methods). Fig. S1 shows the result of this analysis for an example LFP site (Fig. S1A ) and a simultaneously recorded neuron (Fig. S1B) . For all 66 recorded sites, we found that the LFP showed VRL earlier than spikes (n = 66; P < 10 −17 ), albeit with different latency differences between them. The VRL for the population of recorded LFP sites was 58.9 ± 1.6 ms and that of the spikes was 78.4 ± 1.2 ms. The mean difference between LFP and spike VRL was −19.5 ± 1.4 ms (Fig. S1C ). This result suggests that the LFP has information regarding the location of the visual stimulus significantly earlier than the spikes in FEF, supporting previous studies (1, 28) .
Comparison of LFP and Spike Timing in the Saccade Epoch. We calculated the time of saccade plan onset (SPO) as the first point before the start of the saccade when the signal (LFP/spike) differed from baseline (SI Materials and Methods). Fig. 3 shows the result of this analysis for an example neuron (Fig. 3A) and the simultaneously recorded LFP (Fig. 3B) . The SPO SPK was significantly earlier than the SPO LFP (n = 66; P < 10 −21 ) in all the sessions. Also, whereas the SPO SPK showed a distributed range spanning a significant amount of the presaccadic epoch, the SPO LFP was distributed in a narrow epoch close to the start of the saccade. The mean SPO SPK for the population was −215.0 ± 7.0 ms and the mean SPO LFP was −84.4 ± 5.6 ms before the start of the saccade, with a mean difference (ΔSPO) of −130.6 ± 9.0 ms (Fig. 3C ).
We also calculated the saccade plan specification (SPS) time as the first time point before the start of the saccade when the signals (LFP/spikes) in at least one of the eight spatial positions differed from others (SI Materials and Methods). Fig. 4 shows the result of this analysis for an example neuron ( Fig. 4A ) and simultaneously recorded LFP (Fig. 4B ). SPS SPK was earlier than SPS LFP for all the sessions. For the population, the mean SPS SPK was −141.9 ± 6.2 ms and the mean SPS LFP was 3.2 ± 4.7 ms before the start of the saccade, with a difference (ΔSPS) of −145.1 ± 8.0 ms (Fig. 4C) .
SPS SPK and SPS LFP showed a similar trend as the SPO SPK and SPO LFP times, but shifted in time (Fig. 5A) . The LFP showed an onset only 57.5 ± 8.3 ms after the spikes specified the saccade plan. Spikes specified the saccade direction approximately 73.1 ± 5.0 ms after they showed onset and the LFP specified the saccade direction approximately 87.6 ± 4.6 ms after their onset, suggesting that the spikes took less time to specify the saccade direction after their onset compared with the LFP (P = 0.0148; Fig. 5 B and C) .
Furthermore, the SPO SPK correlated with the SPS SPK (r 2 = 0.7166; P < 10 −11 ) and so did their LFP counterparts (r 2 = 0.6046; P < 10 −8
); however, and more importantly, the SPO SPK -SPS SPK latency did not correlate with the SPO LFP -SPS LFP latency (r 2 = 0.134; P = 0.2830). Further, neither the SPO SPK correlated with the SPO LFP (r 2 = 0.036; P = 0.9771) nor was the SPS SPK correlated with the SPS LFP (r 2 = −0.0526; P = 0.6747). Finally, the SPO LFP did not correlate with the SPS SPK either (r 2 = 0.0357; P = 0.7760), suggesting completely different origins for spikes and LFP in the saccade epoch (Fig. 5D ). Taken together, these results suggest that in the saccade epoch, the plan for onset of saccade and the direction of saccade is specified in spikes significantly earlier than, and independent of, the LFP. We return to this point in our discussion where we suggest possible explanations for our observation.
Characterization of Gamma Band Activity in FEF. We investigated the functional role of two prominent frequency components of LFP, the gamma and the beta bands, in the visuomotor transformation process in FEF. The frequency domain information in the LFP Variable time delay 100 ms 1000 ms ± 15%
(visual epoch) (delay) (fixation) (saccade epoch) Fig. 1 . Memory-guided saccade task. The monkey fixated on a central (0.6°x 0.6°) red square fixation point on a dark background. Following a variable time delay, a peripheral gray target (1°x 1°) appeared on one of eight equally spaced positions on an imaginary circle of eccentricity 12°. The target was extinguished after 100 ms of its appearance. The monkey continued to fixate on the central fixation point for 1,000 ms (±15% jitter). When the central fixation spot was extinguished, the monkey made a single saccade (yellow trace) to the remembered target location (shown as an unfilled dashed gray square). signal was retrieved by using a Multi Taper analysis to obtain the power of each frequency component as a function of time (SI Materials and Methods). Fig. 6 shows a time-frequency spectrogram constructed from a representative LFP recording signal. The gamma power was spatially tuned in the delay period ( Fig.  S2 ) and showed elevated activity in the receptive field (RF) position (Fig. 6A , Left) which sustained in the delay period and returned to baseline in the saccadic epoch (Fig. 6A, Right) . This effect, while still present, was less prevalent in the antireceptive field (aRF) position (Fig. 6B ). Fig. 7A shows average z-scored gamma power as a function of time in the RF and aRF positions for the representative LFP site. Gamma showed a significant elevation in activity from baseline (0.03 ± 0.03) only in the delay epoch (0.29 ± 0.06; n = 58, P = 0.001), after which it returned to the baseline and, hence, showed no significant modulation in the saccadic epoch (−0.20 ± 0.09; P = 0.129; Fig. 7B ). The gamma activity was also spatially tuned in the delay epoch (RF: 0.44 ± 0.07, aRF: 0.15 ± 0.06; P = 0.01; Fig. 7C ). Interestingly, although the rise time for gamma, from the baseline, in RF was significantly earlier than in aRF (RF: 143.2 ± 13.9 ms, aRF: 233.8 ± 18.9 ms; P = 0.008), the peak time was comparable (RF: 257.7 ± 6.6 ms, aRF: 243.9 ± 7.9 ms; P = 0.402). Hence, the time when gamma differed between RF and aRF (154.3 ± 17.3 ms) was close to the gamma rise time in the RF position (Fig. 7D) .
The above results characterize gamma activity as a spatially modulated oscillation in the delay epoch. We asked whether this activity profile of gamma could be linked with the sensory-motor integration processes (23, 24) , especially because of its timing and spatial tuning properties. Because the neurons that were recorded simultaneously with the LFP also showed spatial tuning in both visual and saccadic epochs, we asked whether the gamma tuning was correlated with either of these neuronal tuning properties. Hence, we plotted the Spearman rho values of pairwise correlations between the saccade tuning and gamma tuning (ordinate) against the pairwise correlations of visual tuning and gamma tuning (abscissa), for each neuron. We found that the gamma activity's tuning was more similar to the saccade tuning than the visual tuning of the neurons (Fig. 7E) . To account for the possibility that the neural firing in the delay period might have an influence on the gamma activity, we also calculated the spike tuning in the memory epoch and correlated that with the gamma activity and found that none of the pairs were significantly correlated (spearman correlation; P > 0.05; Fig. S3A ). Taken together, these results suggest that gamma activity could reflect the sensory to motor transformation.
To test this hypothesis further, we asked if gamma in FEF could predict the saccadic reaction times (RTs) of the animal. We calculated a trial-by-trial average of gamma activity in the delay period and estimated the RT as the time of the saccade onset from the "go" signal. We then classified the RT into four quantiles, and we took the first quantile as the "fast" group and the last quantile as the "slow" group to see the effects in the extreme ends. We also binned the average gamma activity based on these two RT groups. We found that the gamma in the delay period could predict the RT, with the effect being stronger in the RF positions ( Fig. 7F ; RF fast: 0.79 ± 0.05, RF slow: 0.47 ± 0.06; n = 58, P < 10 −54 ; aRF fast: 0.51 ± 0.06, aRF slow: 0.40 ± 0.06; P < 10 −14 ), but the spiking activity in the same epoch couldn't (RF, P = 0.8375, aRF, P = 0.3032; Fig. S3B ).
Characterization of Beta Band Activity in FEF. Beta band decreased in activity in the saccadic epoch (Fig. 6A , Right) with no spatial tuning (Fig. 6B, Right) . Fig. 8A shows the average activity in the beta band for one representative LFP site averaged across all spatial positions. Unlike gamma activity, beta activity did not show any modulation in activity during the delay epoch but started to show a suppression in activity in the presaccadic epoch and attained a minima close to the saccade execution time.
The beta activity in the visual (−0.02 ± 0.06) and the delay epochs (−0.25 ± 0.08) weren't significantly different from each other (n = 58; P = 0.0672). However, the beta activity decreased significantly during the saccadic epoch (−0.82 ± 0.07) from the delay epoch (n = 58, P < 10 −6 ). Furthermore, the baseline beta power (0.07 ± 0.05) was not significantly different from the visual epoch (P = 0.2192) but was significantly different from the saccadic epoch (P < 10 −13 ). Therefore, beta showed suppression in activity only during the saccadic epoch (Fig.  8B) . Also, the time of maximum beta suppression was 24.9 ± 20.0 ms after the saccade. This suppression of beta activity was not spatially tuned ( Fig. 8C) and did not correlate with RT (fast: −1.59 ± 0.12, slow: −1.62 ± 0.11; n = 58, P = 0.9791; . Inset shows the distribution of ΔSPO between each SPK-LFP pair. Fig. 8D ). Although beta activity showed a distinct modulation in activity during the saccade preparation epoch, it lacked spatial tuning, did not predict the RT, and was temporally proximal to the saccade onset.
Discussion
By comparing the time course and frequency components of the LFP relative to spiking activity of FEF neurons, we report two main findings. First, the LFP showed visually evoked responses significantly earlier than the spikes (Fig. S1 ), but the spikes had information about the planned saccade (Fig. 3 ) and its direction (Fig. 4) significantly earlier than the LFP (Fig. 5) . Second, gamma activity showed elevated activity with spatial selectivity in the delay epoch, after the visual stimulus presentation and well before the saccade epoch, with a tuning more similar to the neural saccadic tuning than the visual tuning. Gamma activity also predicted the RT, suggesting that it represents an important aspect of the local computation that represents the visuomotor transformation occurring within FEF (Fig. 7) . In contrast, beta activity showed a nondirectionally selective suppression in activity just before saccade initiation (Fig. 8) . Here, we discuss some important implications of our results. (Table S1 ), which suggests that the LFP has information regarding the location of the visual stimulus significantly earlier than the spikes in FEF, supporting previous studies (1, 28) .
The Role of FEF in Saccade Planning. In this study, we show that although the LFP in FEF had an earlier visually evoked response in the saccade epoch, the spiking activity of FEF neurons possessed information about the planning of saccade and its direction earlier than the LFP by ∼130 ms for SPO and ∼145 ms for SPS across the two monkeys (Table S1 ). This reported relationship between LFP and spikes was not affected by the potential effects due to LFP or spike filtering (SI Materials and Methods and Fig. S4) . Interestingly, saccade selectivity in LFP developed within a temporally narrow epoch, very close to the saccade execution time. Hence, if we interpret LFP selectivity to represent input and spiking selectivity to represent output, we infer that FEF generates saccade plans internally and may represent the first step where the critical visuomotor transformation occurs. We report markers for two phases of saccadic computation: SPO time, when the global plan for a saccade is initiated, and SPS time, when the direction of the saccade being planned is selected. We further showed that the relationship between spikes and LFP was similar in both these phases of computation.
In this context, it is interesting to note that prior studies have shown that the lateral intraparietal area (LIP), which provides prominent input to FEF and also possess cells with visuomotor properties, shows the converse relation between LFP and spiking activity, where LFP has earlier and more robust information regarding the planning and execution of saccades than the spikes (21) . These evidences taken together suggest that saccade plans are generated in FEF internally and relayed to LIP through their reciprocal feedback connections. These results are consistent with the notion that LIP is primarily a visual area playing an active role in visual selection but a more passive role in the visuomotor transformation process. Consistent with this interpretation, saccade countermanding or active online cancellation of saccades is readily observed in the activity of movementrelated cells in the FEF but not in LIP (29) .
If the SPS SPK time represents an intrinsic visuomotor transformation occurring within FEF, then what does the ensuing SPS LFP reflect? Because electrical stimulation of FEF requires at least 30-45 ms to elicit a saccade (30) , one can assume that a signal, in FEF, showing a SPO or SPS less than 30-45 ms before saccade might not play a potential role in saccade generation. In this study, we report a SPO LFP of −84.4 ± 5.6 ms and a SPS LFP of 3.2 ± 4.7 ms relative to saccade onset, supporting our argument that the LFP in FEF might not be contributing to saccade preparation per se. However, it is known that FEF receives a saccade-related input from medial dorsal nucleus ∼96 ms before a saccade, which is thought to be a corollary discharge of the impending saccade plan from the superior colliculus (31, 32) . A consequence of this corollary discharge is the shift of RF by FEF neurons before the onset of a saccade. FEF neurons shift their RF in a range from 100 ms before to 200 ms after the saccade initiation, with the average being ∼24 ms after saccade initiation (32) . Thus, conforming to the idea that LFP might represent the synaptic input, one might expect LFP in the saccade epoch to represent this input information. The values we report for LFP in this study are in agreement with those results. More interestingly, we find a narrow range of SPO LFP and SPS LFP range that were not correlated with the spike counterparts, suggesting different origins of these two signals. Thus, our data raise the intriguing hypothesis that aspects of LFP might reflect this corollary discharge that FEF receives just before a saccade.
Gamma Band Activity Reflects the Visuomotor Transformation. Previous studies in LIP have shown that in the delay epoch, a spatially tuned elevation in activity in the gamma band (30-70 Hz) might contribute to the maintenance of "memory fields," which are important in working memory (21) , whereas other studies have suggested that gamma activity could be involved in the sensory-motor integration process (23, 24) . Our results indicate that these two roles might not be mutually exclusive. The gamma activity raised in power in a time frame that was much later than the initial visual response period in sensory-motor regions including FEF (33) and LIP (21) but also much earlier than the saccade epoch and, therefore, may represent an important intermediate step of visual selection that precedes saccades.
Visual selection is an important component of the visuomotor transformation process, necessary for planning of relevant saccades. It is also considered as the link between perceptual processes and action or execution (34) . Monosov et al. showed that FEF neurons have visual selection times (105-133 ms) significantly earlier than the LFP (134-152 ms) and that the FEF neurons were the functionally active units that performed this computation from their visual input (LFP) from other brain regions. Hence, the later selection time noted in the LFP could be a reflection of local computation in FEF. Because we used a memory-guided saccade task in our study, it did not involve classical target selection due to the absence of distractors. Nevertheless, the time of gamma increase we report might be a signature of this covert visual attention process and goal selection for the upcoming saccade.
Whereas the spatial selectivity of gamma activity during the delay period (23, 24) implies a role in working memory of stimulus location, it is typically thought to reflect sensory memory, and like visual selection, is not expected to be correlated with RT (36) . However, consistent with previous work, we showed that gamma activity, but not the corresponding spiking activity, was correlated with RT (23, 24) . Additionally, the gamma activity in the delay epoch was more closely tuned to the saccadic tuning than the visual tuning of the cell. These results suggest that gamma oscillations may reflect intracortical processing within FEF that aids in transformation of sensory information into a saccade plan.
Beta Activity Represents Undifferentiated Neural Activity. Beta suppression has been considered as an "undifferentiated reflection of neural activity" (26) because the amplitude of suppression is not clearly modulated by motor parameters like direction (36) , speed (26) , or duration (37) . However, in oculomotor regions, it gets modulated in an epoch close to the initiation of the saccade but the modulation characteristics itself might differ between different cortical regions, from being a spatially invariant suppression of activity in regions like LIP before a saccade (21, 38) or a spatially selective elevation of activity in regions like the posterior parietal cortex before a coordinated reach and saccade (39) . We investigated beta modulation in the FEF and characterized the properties of beta band activity in the visual, delay, and the saccadic epochs to check for any functional significance during the visuomotor transformation process.
In contrast to gamma activity, beta band activity was not spatially tuned and showed a suppression in activity close to saccade onset but did not correlate with RT. Because the beta band activity represented a gradual suppression in power, starting before the eye movement and was just not a transient phenomenon revealed solely at the time of saccade execution, we believe that it is unlikely to reflect an EOG signal artifact. Additionally, beta band power started to differ from baseline at a time point later than the saccade specification time of FEF and is therefore unlikely to reflect a direct role in saccade specification, similar to what has been shown in LIP (21, 38) . Recent evidence however suggests that beta activity might be a reflection of motor preparation (40) and may be involved in other aspects of motor preparation such as eye-hand coordination (39) or a corollary discharge signal.
Materials and Methods
Two adult monkeys, J (male, Macaca radiata) and G (female, Macaca mullata) were used for the experiments. They were cared for in accordance with the Committee for the Purpose of Control and Supervision of Experiments of Animals, Government of India. Full details on the task design, physiology, and analysis can be found in the SI Materials and Methods.
